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Monday, February 27, 2012 381aAwell-studied model of partition is that of the E. coli sex factor, F plasmid. We
reconstituted its partition system by introducing fluorescent SopA, SopB and
plasmid (encoding sopC) into a DNA carpeted flowcell (nucleoid biomimetic)
and visualized the system dynamics using TIRFM. We found SopA-ATP
dynamically bound the DNA carpet, and the steady-state carpet density was
lowered by SopB. When all components were infused onto the DNA carpet
with ATP, the plasmids transiently bound the carpet with colocalized SopA
and SopB. Over time, the static plasmids released SopA, began to wiggle,
and finally popped off when little to no SopA remained. The results suggest
that plasmid movement and release are coupled to SopB stimulated ATP-
hydrolysis by SopA. The tethered particle motion of some wiggling plasmid
clusters produced SopA craters on the DNA carpet, suggesting that plasmid-
bound SopB not only releases SopA on the plasmid but also releases nearby
SopA on the DNA carpet. We propose SopB communicates with both SopA
on the plasmid and nucleoid to control the transport of plasmid via an ATP-
driven diffusion-ratchet mechanism.
Study of this unique transport system is vital because surface-mediated pattern-
ing as a means for cargo carrying is inherently different from the classical
motor protein or the actin/microtubule-mechanisms of transport.
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Bacterial plasmids have evolved segregation machineries to partition replicated
DNA to the daughter cells at cell division. P1 phage lysogenizes as a low-copy-
number plasmid in Escherichia coli. Its partition system consists of three com-
ponents, a centromere-like region, parS, an adaptor protein that binds to the
centromere, ParB and a partition ATPase, ParA. In general, it is known that
a ParB/parS partition complex is formed when ParB oligomerize onto the cen-
tromere. This large nucleoprotein complex interacts with ParA and is thought to
couple ATP hydrolysis to drive the movement and segregation of plasmids to
opposite cell-halves. To understand ATP-driven DNA segregation, we recon-
stituted the P1 plasmid partition system in a cell-free reaction and visualized
the spatiotemporal dynamics using TIRF microscopy. We coated a flow cell
surface with non-specific DNA to mimic the bacterial nucleoid surface and
flowed in the three-component reaction system. We found that ParA coats
the artificial nucleoid creating a reference scaffold for plasmid movement.
ParA assembles onto the ParB/parS complexes and anchors them onto the
ParA-coated nucleoid surface. ParB stimulates ParA disassembly leading to
vigorous Brownian motion of the plasmid as the complex loses bridging inter-
actions with the nucleoid. The plasmid detaches from the nucleoid surface
leaving a hole devoid of ParA, which is refilled rapidly with ParA rebinding
onto the nucleoid. FRAP experiments demonstrate the dynamic exchange of
proteins on the nucleoid surface and the partition complex. We present a Par
partition model of ParB-stimulated ParA assembly/disassembly triggering
dynamic instability leading to plasmid segregation and movement.Neutron & X-Ray Scattering
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Conformations and assemblies of proteins, DNA, and RNA, plus their detailed
structural chemistry, encode key information needed to define biological out-
comes in cell biology. We are developing SAXS combined with crystallogra-
phy as a premiere tool for defining macromolecular conformations and
connections suitable to join proteins to pathways and at the proteomic scale1.
Crystallography supplies unsurpassed structural detail for mechanistic analy-
ses. Yet, advances in SAXS are making this technique increasingly powerful
and robust for efficiently examining complexes in solution, as aided by inter-
faces allowing biologists to do these experiments2-3. Structures of flexible fil-
aments of the XLF with XRCC4$Ligase IV4-5, the conformational and flexible
Rad50 link to Mre116, as well as of DNA-PKcs in complex with Ku and
DNA7 support the promise of SAXS for examining the assemblies and confor-
mations of dynamic complexes in solution8. In principle, SAXS can providereliable solution data on small and large macromolecules1-2. In practice,
SAXS can be limited by problems in samples and analyses, which can be re-
duced or avoided2. SAXS has not been perceived as a legitimate structural
technique largely due to previous limitations from data collection and interpre-
tation. Our emerging results show that SAXS has great potential to provide ac-
curate shapes, conformations, and assembly states in solution and inform
biological functions in fundamental ways1-7. Our results furthermore show
that many SAXS limitations can be overcome by improved sample character-
ization, quality control parameters and methods to assess model accuracy.
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The procedures used at beamline X9 of National Synchrotron Light Source for
collecting and processing protein solution scattering data are described. The
scattering data are collected simultaneously on two CCD detectors, one
(SAXS) located at the end of the ~2.5m-long flight tube and the other
(WAXS) at ~0.4m from the sample in vacuum. A package of python scripts,
named pyXS, are used to apply data corrections pertain to the scattering geom-
etry and reduce the 2D SAXS andWAXS CCD images to a combined 1D curve
spanning the full q-range, typically from 0.007 A˚1 to 2.0 A˚1. The subtraction
of buffer scattering is performed based on either the intensity of water scatter-
ing peak near 2.0 A˚1, or the combination of the protein volume fraction and
transmitted beam intensity. Fluorescence from a salt solution is utilized to cal-
ibrate the X-ray energy as well as to determine the flat field response of the de-
tector and the geometric corrections. Details of the data conversion and
corrections, as well as example data, will be presented.
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The extracellular matrix (ECM) is composed of large, multi-domain proteins
with varying degree of shapes and post-translational modifications. Therefore,
it is challenging to study such proteins with a single technique to gain reliable
information about their size, shape and conformation. We have employed
a multidisciplinary approach using a variety of techniques to investigate the so-
lution conformation of laminin gamma-1 short arm, netrin-4 and G3 domain of
agrin fused with human IgG-Fc (G3Fc). Briefly, the hydrodynamic properties
of entire multi-domain proteins were studied using analytical ultracentrifuga-
tion, dynamic light scattering, and small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). Fur-
ther, the information from SAXS for entire multi-domain protein was then
either used to determine ab initio structure or combined with high-resolution
data for individual domains to obtain a detailed solution structure of desired
multi-domain protein. Additionally, the SAXS models were verified by com-
paring the experimentally determined hydrodynamic parameters with the
parameters calculated from solution structures. The ab initio structures for lam-
inin gamma-1 short arm revealed an extended and curved assembly. We could
also combine small portion of high-resolution structure from X-ray Crystallog-
raphy data to obtain rigid-body models. Further, we found that the netrin4 has
an elongated shape in solution using ab initio methods. Remarkably, we found
that the G3Fc chimera is T-shaped and not Y-shaped like an antibody in solu-
tion by rigid body modelling. Thus, we conclude that by combining various
methods, it is possible to explore large muldi-domain protein and protein-
protein assemblies that will help enable us to understand structure-function re-
lationship of these proteins with various forms of diseases.
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Septins are proteins from the GTP-binding family and participate in cell divi-
sion cycle performing functions such as secretion and cytoskeletal division.
They can also be found in neurodegenerative conditions as Alzheimer’s and
Parkinson’s diseases, forming highly organized fiber-like aggregates known
as amyloids. In this work, we used small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) to
investigate the formation and time evolution of septins aggregates under the
influence of temperature and concentration.
382a Monday, February 27, 2012The SAXS measurements were performed with the GTPase domain of human
Septin 2 (SEPT2G) at 0.5 and 1 mg/mL and temperatures from 4 to 45C. At
4C, our results demonstrate that SEPT2G is self-aggregated as a dimer at
0.5mg/mL, whereas dimers coexist with cylinder-like aggregates (36 nm-
long and 12 nm-cross section) at 1mg/mL. At this temperature, the protein
does not evolve over one hour of observation.
As the temperature was increased to 15C we verified that, initially coexisting
with the protein dimer and cylinders, a small amount of larger aggregates is also
present in solution. However, the number of very large aggregates increases
with time concomitantly with the decrease of cylinder amount in the solution.
Analyzing the samples at 37C it’s not possible to observe cylinders anymore
and the amount of dimers decreases from 50% to 20% in less than 1 hour. For
45C this effect is even more accentuated: the percentage of dimers is only 6%
in solution.
In conclusion, our results showed the coexistence of dimers of SEPT2G with
small fibers and larger aggregates in solution that evolve not only with concen-
tration and temperature but also with time.
This work is supported by FAPESP and CNPq.
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Viruses are natural examples of ‘‘nanomachines’’ combining remarkable struc-
tural and functional properties which should inspire the design of artificial sys-
tems. Virus-based nanotechnology takes advantage of the natural circulatory
and targeting properties of viruses in order to design therapeutics and vaccines
that specially target tissues of interest in vivo. Viruses can act as nanocontainers
and encapsulate synthetic materials for delivery applications. The conformation
of encapsulated genome, the self-assembly mechanisms of protein capsid and
the interactions between capsid and packed polyelectrolyte are still unclear.
The aim of our project is to study the packing of synthetic polyelectrolytes
into viral capsids devoid of genom. As already shown in previous investigations
using cryoelectron microscopy [1], cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV) is
capable to encapsulate polystyrene sulfonic acid (PSSA). In this work, we
use the same system to probe the effect of the polymer molecular weight on
its own conformation inside the capsid as well as on the capsid size and shape.
The SANS combined with the contrast variation method allow to probe the
structure of each component separately, and their mutual interactions as well.
We present our first results and show how the capsid adjusts its size in order
to accommodate the polyelectrolyte to encapsulate. Quite surprisingly, the cap-
sid becomes smaller with polyelectrolyte in its interior than without any cargo.
[1] Hu, Y. and al, Biophys. J. 94 (2008) 1428.
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The derivation of mean-square displacements from elastic incoherent neutron
scattering (EINS) of proteins is examined, with the aid of experiments on
camphor-bound cytochrome P450cam and complementary molecular dynamics
simulations. It is shown that a q4 correction to the elastic incoherent structure
factor (where q is the scattering vector) can be simply used to reliably estimate
from the experiment both the average mean-square atomic displacement
(MSD) of the non-exchanged hydrogen atoms in the protein and its variance.
The molecular dynamics simulation results are in broad agreement with the
experimentally-derived MSD and its variance derived from EINS on instru-
ments at two different energy resolutions, corresponding to dynamics on the
~100 ps and ~1 ns timescales. Significant dynamical heterogeneity is found
to arise from methyl-group rotations. The easy-to-apply q4 correction extends
the information extracted from elastic incoherent neutron scattering experi-
ments and should be of wide applicability.
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Knoxville, Knoxville, TN, USA.The role of hydration shell in dynamics and function of proteins remains a topic
of active research. We employ neutron scattering spectroscopy to compare
directly the dynamics of Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) to the dynamics of
its hydration water by measuring regular (hydrogenated) GFP in D2O and
deuterated GFP in H2O. Analysis of the neutron scattering spectra demonstrates
diffusive-like motion of water, while protein atomic motions at the same time
scale appear to be localized. Another difference appears at lower temperatures:
GFP dynamics exhibits first onset at T~100-120K due to methyl group rotation,
while hydration water shows dynamic onset at T~170-190K associated with the
glass transition temperature. Detailed analysis also reveals that hydration water
suppresses GFP dynamics at lower temperatures. The obtained results present
a novel view on coupling of protein and solvent dynamics.
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The effects of Ca2þ on bio-membranes are of interest because of their role in
several biological processes, including facilitating the membrane fusion pro-
cess. In a recent study, we have investigated a cushioned [1] DPPC bilayer
in water and in different concentration CaCl2 solutions via fluid exchange.
We used a polymer (PAA) cushion deposited on a single crystal silicon sub-
strate. Using a 22 keV X-ray beam at the beamline of Sector 8 at the Advanced
Photon Source, we obtained high resolution reflectivity from the bilayer and
cushion through water, and were also able to study the grazing incidence x-
ray diffuse scattering. The effect of Ca2þ on the bilayer structure has been ob-
tained from the reflectivity analysis, which shows the Ca2þ ions binding to the
headgroups of outer leaflet of the DPPC bilayer. The diffuse scattering is used
to obtain the physical properties such as the surface tension, bending modulus,
etc. Combining both, we present a complete picture of how Ca2þ affects
a DPPC bilayer in water at room temperature as a function of Ca2þ
concentration.
References
[1] R. J. El-khouri et al., Nano Lett. (2011), 11, 2169-2172.
[2] J. Daillant et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. (2005), 102, 11639-11644.
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Nerve growth cones (GCs) are chemical sensors that convert graded extracel-
lular cues into oriented axonal motion. Ensuring a sensitive and robust GC re-
sponse to directional signals requires the ability to amplify and filter external
gradients. However, our knowledge of how these signal processing tasks are
performed at the single cell level remains sparse. This is largely due to the lim-
itations of conventional guidance assays that have precluded systematic mea-
surements of the GC output response to variable input gradients. We
developed a novel shear-free gradient-generating microfluidic device with
a simple architecture that greatly facilitates the interface of cultured neurons
with microcircuits. With this device, we probed the information-processing ca-
pabilities of single GCs during GABA directional sensing. By measuring at the
single molecule level the polarization of GABAA chemoreceptors at the GC
membrane as a function of the external GABA gradient, we found that GCs
act as: (i) signal amplifiers over a narrow range of concentrations, (ii) low-
pass temporal filters with a cut-off frequency independent of stimuli conditions.
Furthermore, thanks to quantitative computational modeling, we related these
systems-level properties to the saturable occupancy response and the lateral dy-
namics of GABAA receptors, and, thereby, provided an integrative view of in-
dividual GCs as sensing devices.
